Enabling and
sustaining performance

Support for Judicial
and ‘Silk’ applicants
Are members of your Chambers considering applying
for Judicial or ‘Silk’ appointment? See how JSB’s expert
consultants can help applicants:
••Get written applications right first time
••Fulfil potential at panel interview
••Prepare for the qualifying test, presentation,
role play or situational questioning

JSB’s specialist consultants combine training expertise and
coaching skills with years of practical experience in helping
lawyers prepare for QC and judicial appointment.
Why choose JSB to support you in your judicial or ‘Silk’ application?
Each member of our team combines legal sector knowledge
with expertise in the theory and practical application of
a competency-based approach to selection, and in the
psychology of the interviewing process. 80% of our work

comes from personal recommendation and we are proud
of the overwhelmingly positive feedback our consultants
receive on a weekly basis. Our flexible structure means that
coaching sessions are customised to your individual needs.
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See full details at www.jsbjudicial.com
Call Claudia Hanley in confidence on +44 (0)20 8371 7024

A

pplying for QC or judicial appointment
is a challenging and highly competitive
process. Whether this is your first experience of
a competency-based selection procedure, or you
are looking to improve on a previous attempt to secure
judicial or ‘Silk’ appointment, our consultants are here to
advise, guide and prepare you.

Get your application right first time
During a judicial application form session, we can discuss the best way
to approach the Qualities and Abilities self-assessment section.We provide
feedback on your draft application form, in light of your unique experiences
and expertise and help you make the right choices when it comes to compiling
evidence and selecting referees.
Be fully prepared for your judicial interview
Once you have secured a judicial interview you will want
to start your preparations.Together we will explore
different examples and competencies to talk about that
best demonstrate your capabilities.You will leave feeling
fully prepared for your interview and confident in how
you will conduct yourself.
Avoid the anxiety of interview day exercises
A common element of the judicial selection process
is an interview combined with a role play exercise,
presentation or situational questioning.These particular
components often cause anxiety amongst candidates,
particularly for those who haven’t previously experienced
an interview in this format.The key to delivering a
persuasive performance is detailed preparation.

“I am still so grateful
for the help which
you gave me. I am
quite sure that I
would not have got
the job without your
training to present
myself better.”
- High Court Judge
“Your input was
absolutely invaluable.
I nailed three questions
which had me
floundering at our
practice run.”
- ‘Silk’ applicant

Give yourself the best chance of QC
appointment
Whether you are in the early stages of considering an
application, in the midst of completing the in-depth
and complex application form, concerned that you are
selecting the best referees to support your application, or preparing for a QC
appointment interview, we can provide invaluable support.
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